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Abstract—This paper presents a positioning technique for
indoor environments, which utilizes time-difference-of-arrival
(TDOA) of ultrasonic (US) signals. US positioning systems for
indoor environments are potentially more accurate than RF-based
methods, because the signals are slower, and therefore time-of-
flight (TOF) computations are feasible. Yet, the accuracy level
of US indoor positioning solutions degrades in no-line-of-sight
(NLOS) conditions. Moreover, US signal emitters are directional,
and therefore distance computations based on TOF are only
valid when the receiver is facing the emitter. In the current
paper, we demonstrate that fingerprinting can assist to improve
US positioning, by leveraging the relatively constant acoustics of
indoor environments. We show that: (1) multiple samples of US
TDOA vectors taken at a calibration location distribute densely
around the average vector in that location; (2) the Euclidean
distances (in time domain) between average US TDOA vectors of
adjacent locations (as close as 20cm) are relatively large. Taken
together, these findings demonstrate the viability of the approach
to generate reliable high-resolution fingerprinting maps.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Indoor positioning1 methods relying on ultrasonic (US)
signals’ time-of-flight (TOF) or time-difference-of-arrival
(TDOA) are potentially more accurate than alternative methods
relying on Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or GSM. This is mainly because
US signals travel at the speed of sound, rather than the speed
of light at which radio-frequency (RF) signals travel. As a
consequence, for the US signal, it is feasible to compute its
TOF, or to compute the TDOA of several signals, without
requiring extreme clock synchronization among the system’s
emitters and receivers. Yet, in many US localization systems
distance computations that are based on TOF or TDOA2 are
not sufficiently accurate [6], [11]. This is mainly due to re-
flections (echo-effect) in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions,
which are very common in indoor environments. Factors such
as echo-effect, therefore, degrade the accuracy level of US
positioning methods relying on TOF or TDOA measurements
and trilateration methodologies[10]. Nonetheless, a US signal
emitter that is programmed to broadcast constant signals at
constant intervals tends to generate relatively stable signals.
Primarily, it can be attributed to the typically constant acoustics

1Throughout this paper, we use the terms indoor positioning and indoor
localization in similar contexts.

2For readability, we denote our employed measurement technique as TDOA,
rather than ”TOF or TDOA”. Refer to discussion in Section III-A.

of indoor environments. The outcome is that a mobile client
remaining still in a certain spot, or keeps returning to the
same spot, computes highly-similar TDOA measurements from
all in-range emitters. This is irrespective of whether trilatera-
tion computations that are based on these measurements are
accurate or not. We leverage this stability trait to design a
US positioning system, which is not relying on trilateration
methodologies and makes no assumptions concerning the US
signals’ propagation characteristics. Instead, a training (offline)
phase is conducted, through which US TDOA fingerprints
are captured and recorded. This is somewhat equivalent, but
materially differs from Wi-Fi fingerprinting, in which recorded
fingerprints reflect signal power in terms of decibel (dB).

As a consequence of US signals’ stability, the training
phase in our implementation yields a TDOA map, which is
more reliable than traditional radio-map used in Wi-Fi finger-
printing. Within this map, each TDOA fingerprint is associated
with its true location. Thereafter, throughout the online phase,
a mobile client moving within the system’s coverage area is
able to accurately estimate its position, by querying the training
phase’s database for TDOA fingerprints that resemble its online
sampling. In real-life implementations, the methods presented
in this paper are best-suited for exact positioning inside a
room. Depending on sensors’ availability in the targeted mobile
platform, a hybrid positioning solution can utilize technologies
such as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth for rough positioning, then use US
TDOA fingerprinting for very accurate in-room positioning.

II. RELATED WORK

Weak signal reception and missing line-of-sight (LOS) be-
tween the user and navigation satellites cause Global Naviga-
tion Satellite Systems (GNSS) to be inadequate for positioning
in indoor environments [4]. As a consequence, various posi-
tioning systems and techniques have been proposed for such
settings. Chronologically, indoor positioning systems relying
on RF technologies (mainly Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) are more
recent than early initiatives, which utilized infrared (IR) or
US technologies (e.g., AT&T’s Active Bat [14]) for similar
purposes. In accordance, developers of systems such as Wi-
Fi-based RADAR [1] consider their approaches evolutionary
and more realistic to deploy, in comparison to the formerly
suggested IR and US solutions. The case in favor of Wi-Fi for
indoor positioning is summarized in [6] as follows. On the one
hand, the authors note that US and IR positioning systems can
exploit measurements such as angle of arrival (AOA), time of
arrival (TOA) and TDOA. The authors, however, argue that the
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reliability of such measurements suffers from complex signal
propagation environments [6]. This claim is also affirmed
by the developers of acoustic-ranging system Centaur [9],
who report that the US Beepbeep system [11] suffers from
limitations such as poor performance in NLOS conditions. On
the other hand, increased deployment and popularity of Wi-
Fi networks is argued to be a new opportunity for location-
aware services[6]. A prominent advantage of such solutions is
the simple system-setup, using standard inexpensive hardware.
The authors admit that Wi-Fi was not designed with localiza-
tion in mind, but claim it is compatible for the task, because
RSSI and signal to noise ratio (SNR) can be exploited for
location estimation.

There are two main approaches for Wi-Fi localization
[13]. As noted, one common approach is based on RSSI
measurements of the Wi-Fi signals from the surrounding access
points (AP). Such information is available because each AP, in
accordance with the IEEE 802.11 standard [3], is broadcasting
beacons multiple times a second. An estimate of the location
of the device is then obtained using these measurements in
conjunction with a signal propagation model inside the build-
ing, which is obtained using simulations or prior calibration
measurements at certain locations. In the second approach,
captured RSSI values (online phase) are compared with RSSI
values of calibrated points stored in a database (offline phase).
This technique is also referred to as fingerprinting. By using
fingerprinting, the characteristics of the signal propagation are
embedded in the samples, and the complex modeling of the
signal propagation is avoided. This, in turn, greatly simplifies
the computations, but requires a tedious preparation phase,
which is hard to automate [6].

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth indoor localization solutions are sim-
ple to deploy as well as cost-effective. There are, however,
several drawbacks to this approach. Most notably, the shift
from earlier US localization systems, such as Active Bat [14],
to Wi-Fi localization inherently leads to inferior best-case ac-
curacy. For example, according to [5] the theoretical accuracy
of Wi-Fi-based RADAR system is 3-4.3 meters, whiles the
accuracy of US Active Bat is as good as 9 centimeters. As
noted, this theoretical advantage of US solutions is mostly
a consequence of time-based measurements that are used
in these systems. These measurements directly translate to
distances using an approximated speed of sound, as opposed
to RSSI measurements in RF solutions, which can merely
provide implicit indications of distances. Another considerable
limitation of Wi-Fi-based localization is exposed in a recent
paper [8]. The researchers found that different Wi-Fi enabled
devices performed significantly differently with respect to the
mean reported signal strength, and that multiple samples from
the same device do not perform identically. Furthermore, the
researchers also found that some devices behaved in a way that
made them poor candidates for use in fingerprinting. Certain
other devices were entirely unsuitable for positioning as they
reported signal strength values uncorrelated with distance from
the transmitter.

III. ULTRASONIC TDOA FINGERPRINTING

A. Synchronization of Ultrasonic Signals

Throughout this paper, we denote our employed measure-
ment technique as TDOA. However, our proposed positioning

solution may rely on either TOF or TDOA for fingerprinting
measurements. The first is more straightforward for trilater-
ation computations, but requires the receiver’s clock to be
highly-synchronized with the clocks of the emitters. Consider-
ing this, we have based our implementation on TDOA, which
only requires synchronization among the system’s emitters.
Figure 1 encapsulates two consecutive fingerprints at the same
location using this TDOA approach. The highly-similar time
intervals between peaks in both recordings illustrates US
signals’ stability, which is at the essence of the proposed
solution.

Fig. 1. Fingerprinting at the same location: The y-axis is Discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) values; The colored series represent the different frequencies
that DFT is instructed to distinguish; Fingerprint vectors are constructed by
computing the time gaps between maximum DFT values.

B. Training (Offline) Phase Formalization

Equivalently to [6], the construction of the TDOA map
in our fingerprinting method begins by dividing the area of
interest into cells. TDOA values of the US signals transmitted
by the system’s emitters are then collected in calibration
points inside the cells and stored in a TDOA map. A notable
advantage of the training phase in our approach over the
training phase in Wi-Fi fingerprinting is that only one snapshot,
containing TDOA of all emitters, needs to be taken at each
calibration point. This is due to US signals’ stability that is
demonstrated in Section IV. However, for the sake of com-
pliance in formalization with existing fingerprinting methods,
we formalize the general case in which multiple recordings at
the same spot are being taken. Therefore, in accordance with
[7] we denote the location fingerprint as a vector R of the
average US TDOA values from multiple emitters at a particular
location L. A typical vector R = (r1, r2, ..., rn) consists of n
TDOA values from n emitters. The US map contains all such
vectors for a grid of locations in the indoor area.
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C. Online Phase - Approximating the Position

A mobile device in the suggested framework is approx-
imating its position by applying a simplified version of the
deterministic framework algorithm outlined in [6]. In formal
terms, in accordance with [7], positioning a mobile device
during the online phase is performed by obtaining a sample
TDOA vector P = (p1, p2, ..., pn). The Euclidean distance
between the P and R for each R in the database is then
computed. The resulting estimated location is then that L in
the database for which the Euclidean distance between its R
vector and the current point’s vector P is the smallest.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our objective in the current paper is to demonstrate that
US TDOA fingerprints recorded during the training phase are
significantly more stable, in comparison to fingerprints of RF
signals. For that reason, we focus on statistical validation of
this claim. We don’t include demonstrations of the online
phase, in which P vectors are associated to R vectors using
minimal Euclidean distance methodology discussed in Section
III-C. This is partially because exact positions during the online
phase are hard to track, as clients constantly move. In future
work, we intend to asses the online phase accuracy of our
suggested approach, and the accuracy improvement that can
be achieved by analyzing Doppler shifts [12].

A. Experimental Setup and Design

Fig. 2 is a schematic drawing of our laboratory open
space in which the experiment had taken place. The following
hardware and software were used to conduct the experiments:

• HTC smartphone running Android OS: To capture and
record US signals.

• Windows 7 PC with SoundForge 10 [2] software
studio: To produce and analyze the US signals.

• 4 standard speakers connected to a quad channel sound
card (5.1).

Using SoundForge we have programmed a repetitive loop
configured as follows: On each loop start (once a second),
SoundForge instructs one of the speakers (S1 − S4) to gen-
erate a short US signal at 17khz frequency. This signals the
smartphone to get prepared for a series of 4 consecutive US
signals. Then, each speaker, at its turn, is instructed to generate
its predefined signal. We have used short US signals (10
milliseconds), each with a narrow frequency in the range of
18-21 khz. We have used a recording application that utilizes
the smartphone’s microphone to record the US signals. We
have then used Matlab and Discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
signal-processing to determine for each frequency the point
in time at which the signal power was maximal. Graphically,
DFT enables to identify time intervals between peaks in Fig.
1, thus construct a TDOA vector with 4 components.

B. Statistics of Training Phase Fingerprints

To assess the quality of our US fingerprinting approach,
we have conducted a training-phase experiment for which we
statistically analyze the stability of fingerprints at selected

Fig. 2. A model of the experiment’s indoor environment. The 4 speakers
(S1 −S4) are connected by wires to a central PC equipped with SoundForge
Studio software [2].

locations. The analysis of statistical results makes use of the
following definitions:

• L - one of the locations L1 − L11 drawn in Figures
2-3.

• Num. - the number of measurements recorded at the
specified location.

• R - the average vector of TDOA intervals (in mil-
liseconds) between peaks of consecutive signals (e.g.,
18khz and 19khz).

• Avg(Dist(r, R)) - the average Euclidean distance (in
milliseconds) of recorded samples r at the location
from the average vector R.

• Stdev(Dist(r, R)) - the standard deviation (in millisec-
onds) of Euclidean distances of samples r from the
average vector R.

• Nearest-L - the nearest location L to the current
location.

• Dist(R, R in Nearest-L) - the Euclidean distance (in
milliseconds) between R in the current location and R
in Nearest-L.

In each location L we have sampled 100 TDOA vectors
in 1 second intervals, then computed R, an average vector of
4 items corresponding to TDOA of the 4 frequencies. This
vector corresponds to the training-phase vector R referred in
Section III.

Table I summarizes the statistical results of the experiment
in terms of milliseconds. Referring to the results, it can be
seen that Avg(Dist(r, R)) and Stdev(Dist(r, R)) are very small.
In other terms, the Euclidean distance of samples from the
average TDOA fingerprint R at each location is a random
variable that distributes densely around a small mean. Note
also that in the locations L1− L6, the values of Dist(R, R in
Nearest-L) are very large in comparison to Avg(Dist(r, R)).
This shows that the Euclidean distance between R vectors
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TABLE I. TDOA STATISTICS AT SELECTED LOCATIONS (IN MILLISECONDS). NOTE, BECAUSE THE LOCATIONS L7− L11 IN FIG. 3 ARE ALL VERY
CLOSE, WE DON’T DETERMINE NEAREST-L, BUT RATHER MEASURE EUCLIDEAN DISTANCES BETWEEN ALL POSSIBLE PAIRS OF LOCATIONS.

L Num. R Avg(Dist(r, R)) Stdev(Dist(r, R)) Nearest-L Dist(R, R in Nearest-L)
L1 100 [605.61, 52.29, 181.05, 838.95] 1.07 0.67 L2, 60 cm 141.86
L2 100 [486.50, 66.26, 244.00, 796.76] 0.75 0.37 L1, 60 cm 141.86
L3 100 [1289.20, 716.50, 250.50, 322.20] 0.44 0.22 L4, 80 cm 222.87
L4 100 [1273.00, 789.00, 64.00, 419.00] 0.32 0.16 L5, 20 cm 60.74
L5 100 [1265.40, 799.40, 14.40, 451.60] 0.43 0.26 L4, 20 cm 60.74
L6 100 [1255.20, 273.20, 485.10, 496.30] 2.25 1.09 L3, 120 cm 294.12
L7 100 [228.94, 0.29, 2.01, 226.78] 0.49 0.18 L7-L11 >= 58.17
L8 100 [264.09, 45.42, 2.45, 216.22] 1.07 0.59 L7-L11 >= 58.17
L9 100 [273.10, 229.30, 1.80, 42.01] 0.50 0.29 L7-L11 >= 58.17
L10 100 [339.01, 319.15, 2.45, 17.41] 1.30 1.01 L7-L11 >= 58.17
L11 100 [411.31, 327.52, 2.87, 80.91] 1.02 0.50 L7-L11 >= 58.17

from adjacent locations (see column Nearest-L for distances)
is much larger in comparison to distances of TDOA samples
in a location to the average TDOA vector in that location.
These findings constitute a strong indication to: (1) the stability
of fingerprints at the same location; (2) the method’s ability
to generate a high-resolution TDOA map during the training
phase.

Fig. 3. TDOA Fingerprinting on top of a 1.4m diameter table in partial
NLOS conditions.

In the second part of the experiment that is illustrated
in Fig. 3, we have changed the positions of the speakers
S1 − S4 and the position of the 1.4m diameter table. Note
that at least some of the locations L7 − L11 are now in
NLOS, respective to one or more of the speakers. Once
again, the values of Avg(Dist(r, R)) and Stdev(Dist(r, R)) are
very small, demonstrating the stability of fingerprints. Because
the locations L7 − L11 are very close to one another we
don’t determine Nearest-L. It is apparent, however, that the
R vectors are distant from one another in comparison to the
dense distribution of samples in each location - The minimal
Euclidean distance between a pair of R vectors in location
L7 − L11 is 58.17 ms, and the average distance between
(10 possible) pairs is 248.52 ms. These results suggest that a
high-resolution TDOA fingerprinting can later enable accurate
positioning of a device on top of a table.

V. CONCLUSION

We have introduced the main principles of an indoor posi-
tioning framework, which is based on US signals’ TDOA and
fingerprinting methodologies. The proposed system demon-
strates a path to utilize the advantages and better deal with the
shortfalls of current indoor positioning techniques. By basing
the solution on relatively slow-traveling US signals, mobile
receivers in the system are able to compute highly-stable
TDOA measurements, respective to the system’s emitters. Our
experiments in indoor environments validate that such mea-
surements tend to be: (1) Insufficiently accurate for the purpose
of trilateration; (2) Highly stable. Rather than conceding to the

inaccuracy characteristic, we leverage the US signals’ stability
characteristic via a training phase, during which we record
reliable TDOA fingerprints that can be matched against during
the online phase.
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